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Standard and optional equipment available may vary for individual markets. Please enquire at your dealers, as specifications and illustrations 
may refer to models not available in your region. SUZUKI MOTOR CORPORATION reserves the right to change, without notice, prices, colours, 
materials, equipment, specifications and models, and also to discontinue models.

All photographs in this catalogue were taken with relevant permission. Images of the vehicles without number plates on public roads are 
composite photos. Vehicles are shown at a private off-road site.

Suzuki’s “Way of Life!” is the heart of our brand - every Suzuki vehicle,
motorcycle and outboard motor is built to create excitement so customers can enjoy everyday life.  
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Your days
in style
Make every moment count in the Ertiga.

Feel comfortable and indulged. 

Encouraged to experience more together.

Proud to be seen visiting restaurants and

travelling the neighbourhood in style.
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Manoeuvre through the city into parking spaces with ease.

Enjoy roomy storage for shopping bags and groceries.

The compact yet highly practical Ertiga enhances your everyday lifestyle.

Live in style
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Feel like escaping the crowded city?

The Ertiga supplies the sanctuary you seek. Just you and your friend.

Far from the concrete jungle. In comfort that keeps you refreshed

and relaxed. Adventures every bit as satisfying as arriving at your destination.

Relax in style
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Driving is one of life’s genuine pleasures.

The Ertiga is sure to never let you down. Feel your passion rise

when pressing the pedal. Handle twisting, turning mountain roads with ease.

Every immediate, accurate response earns a smile while keeping you in total control.

Drive in style
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Refinement extends to every detail of the meter cluster 

Listen to the radio or play your favourite tunes from a 
Bluetooth®-connected smartphone. The user-friendly 
touch panel with familiar icons lets you change the radio 
station or adjust the volume with a smartphone-like swipe 
of your finger.   

Easy touch panel audio system

The handsome speedometer, tachometer and centre 
information display keep you clearly informed of vital 
information. Subtle details and a precision finish 
contribute to driving pleasure, while continuous 
backlighting ensures easy reading night and day.

Stylish meter cluster

D-shaped steering wheel

Behind the wheel of the Ertiga, your driving pleasure is heightened by

class-above quality, convenient amenities and user-friendly controls that support comfort

and driving ease.

Driving is always a pleasure

The D-shaped steering wheel 
increases legroom and makes 
it easier to enter and exit the 
driver's seat. Leather-wrapped 
with a woodgrain design and 
chrome accents, it contributes 
to a higher level of comfort, 
quality and luxury than in 
everyday MPVs.

*Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
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The flexible seating can easily be adjusted to comfortably accommodate friends,

family and large amounts of luggage. When new needs arise,

the Ertiga provides a practical solution.

Seven seats adapt to your needs

Fold one third-row seatback down to increase luggage space 
while comfortably seating six people.

All seatbacks in the second and third rows can be folded 
down to carry large amounts of luggage.

Accommodate extra-long objects by folding down the front 
passenger seat and both rear seats on that side.

*Items are loosely placed in the rear storage area for illustrative purposes 
only and should be properly secured while driving.

The comfortable seating accommodates seven people or 
flexibly configures to meet changing demands.

Ample space, flexible seating

1

2

3

1 2 3
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The rear luggage area offers a generous 199 litres* of luggage space even when passengers are seated in the third row.
A large tailgate opening simplifies loading and unloading, and a 50:50 split luggage board expands storage versatility.

*Measured with the luggage board lowered using the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA) method.

Effortlessly carry shopping bags, suitcases and more in the roomy rear luggage space

with handy 50:50 split luggage board.

The large tailgate opening helps simplify loading and unloading of everyone’s belongings. 

Easy-to-use luggage space

The luggage space is tall, wide and deep with a large opening. 50:50 split luggage board.

Generous luggage space
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240mm
slide length

Every feature is refined 
for comfort and convenience

Comfort in
functional cabin

Help prevent your cold beverages from becoming warm by 
using these ventilated cupholders and selecting the 
appropriate settings*. 

While carrying a remote-control key, you can lock or 
unlock the doors with the press of a door button, or start 
the engine by pressing the engine start button.

Keyless push start system*

* Available in GLX grade model

User-friendly features anticipate every need.

They keep all passengers comfortable

and refreshed on long journeys.

* Air conditioner: Face mode or Face/Foot mode. Cupholder vents: open

Ventilated cupholders

Seatback pockets Accessory socket for second row seats 1,000ml bottle holders for third row

Door pocket with 1,000ml bottle holder (on four doors) Seat height adjuster Easy walk-in mechanism and sliding second row　

Glove box　 Banknote / coin holder USB port and accessory  socket 

60mm

Powerful air conditioner for second and third rows
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Confident motoring.
Responsive performance.

Enjoy smooth and powerful response,

as well as high fuel efficiency – a pleasingly

practical combination supported by a newly

developed engine and transmission.

Spirited response meets high fuel efficiency in a compact petrol 
engine producing impressive torque. Performance is smooth with 
minimal noise and vibration for a pleasingly quiet ride.

More powerful and efficient 1.5 petrol engine
Indulge in the stress-free luxury of a smooth shifting 4-speed automatic 
transmission. Or choose the 5-speed manual transmission for more 
spirited response. Both deliver excellent fuel efficiency.

Front Rear

The heart of the Ertiga is passenger safety. 
Its new smoothly curving frame is more 
integrated and rigid for enhanced driving 
performance and reduced noise and vibration. 
It also raises fuel efficiency by lowering 
weight, and disperses energy more efficiently 
for greater passenger protection.

New-generation platform HEARTECT

Computer-aided engineering and 
wind-tunnel testing realized 
aerodynamics that heighten 
performance and fuel economy. 
The Ertiga offers exceptional 
aerodynamics for an MPV.

77/6,000

Max. torque (N•m/rpm)

Max. output (kW/rpm)

Compression ratio

Displacement (cc)

Engine model

138/4,400

10.5

1,462

K15B

Current Ertiga’s platform New Ertiga’s platform

Aerodynamics Lightweight, robust suspensions
Over bumps and around corners, enjoy a stable and comfortable ride – 
even in the third row – thanks to high-tensile steel suspensions with front 
MacPherson struts and rear torsion beams. 

4-speed automatic or 5-speed manual transmission

*For details on equipment availability, please refer to Major Specifications and Equipment.
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Child seat anchorage

The Ertiga comes standard with front SRS airbags for the 
safety of the driver and front-seat passenger in case of a 
frontal collision.

Ultrasonic sensors in the rear bumper detect obstacles 
while the driver is reversing the car. Warning sounds 
help keep the driver informed of the distance to the 
obstacle.

*For equipment availability details, please refer to the Major 
Specifications and Equipment page.

*ABS is a device that assists the driver during braking. It does not eliminate the 
need to drive safely. For example, you should slow down when approaching a 
corner.

The structures of the Ertiga's bonnet, front windscreen 
wiper area, front bumper and other parts absorb 
impact with the aim of mitigating head and leg injuries 
in the event of a collision with a pedestrian.

Pedestrian injury mitigating body

1. Impact-absorbing wiper system

2. Impact-absorbing cowl and cowl top 

3. Impact-absorbing bonnet hinges 

4. Impact-absorbing bonnet

5. Impact-absorbing bumper
1

2
3

34

5

Suzuki’s advanced TECT (Total Effective Control Technology) 
body extensively employs ultra-high-tensile steel to increase 
rigidity, lower weight despite larger overall dimensions, and 
more efficiently absorb and disperse impact energy in the 
event of a collision. 
New load paths 
beneath the engine 
compartment further 
mitigate damage in 
the event of a frontal 
collision at high 
speed. 

Highly protective body

Solid safety measures
bolster peace of mind

From protective body to SRS airbags and intelligent warnings,

the Ertiga is fully designed to safeguard you,

your travel companions and pedestrians.

In an emergency braking situation, the Anti-lock Brake 
System (ABS) keeps tyres from locking up and supports the 
driver to maintain steering ability. In addition, Electric Brake 
force Distribution (EBD) shortens the braking distance by 
optimally distributing force to the front and rear wheels if 
there is a large load, such as when the car is full of 
passengers.

Braking
start

Braking distance

Braking distance

Single occupant (with EBD)

Multiple occupants (with EBD)

Braking distance

Multiple occupants (without EBD)

Braking start

With ABS

Without ABS

SRS airbag system Reverse parking sensor* ABS with EBD

Colision energy input
Energy transmission

Ultra-high-
tensile steel

980MPa

780MPa

ISOFIX-compatible lower anchorages for easily securing child 
seats and top tether 
anchorages are standard 
on second-row seats.
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You and your friends have great memories to look forward to.

Share everyday outings and exciting adventures together in the stylish,

comfortable and convenient Ertiga. 

Share Life’s Journey in Style
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